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Expanding Virtual Options

Expertise and Experience
Planview has been successfully enabling customers to use our products for more than 20 years, offering a
level of best in class training and guidance that customers need to meet their business objectives. The right
training is crucial to maximizing an organization’s investment in Planview Enterprise and other Planview
products. But not all customers have the same needs or requirements.
It was with this flexibility in mind that we developed both formal and informal types of training within Planview
PRISMS® enablement solutions. Planview informal training includes Planview Best Practices, On Demand
and Customized E-Learning, and PlanviewPRISMS.com, our customer portal. Formal training options
include Onsite Classroom, Train the Trainer, and Virtual Classroom.

Effective distance learning is a matter of
leveraging online visual, auditory, and
interactive features in ways that promote
learning. Virtual Classroom does just that, while
reducing the costs and providing a broader
reach than the traditional classroom setting.
Get started today by visiting
PlanviewPRISMS.com.

Effective Learning – Less Cost
Using a role-based, process-centric approach to drive effective usage and provide measurable results,
Virtual Classroom provides valuable and cost-effective learning.
Featuring a dynamic, hands-on curriculum taught by highly skilled and experienced trainers, Virtual
Classroom offers rapid customization and process integration that teaches participants not only how
to use the software, but how to use it to achieve their organization’s goals. And, without the time and
expense of travel, Virtual Classroom is an ideal option for many Planview customers, especially those with
geographically dispersed users.

All the Benefits of an Onsite Classroom
Combining the personal instruction and team dynamics found in a traditional classroom setting with the
convenience and cost savings of an online training format, Virtual Classroom is the best of both worlds. Built
from the ground up as an interactive classroom, not just a web meeting tool, Virtual Classroom leverages
interactive features including best-practice instructional methods, examples, graphics, and practice
exercises that promote effective learning. Participants get the training they need when they need it while still
having interaction with instructors and other students in real-time.

Effective and efficient training with
Virtual Classroom
This proven solution enables you to:
• Get effective and efficient training to
enable global teams
• Eliminate the time and expense
of travel
• Facilitate employees to learn while still
managing day to day responsibilities
• Promote increased job knowledge and
skills
• Make the most of your investment in
Planview Enterprise.

The Virtual Classroom experience features an instructor using a variety of interactive tools, including a
virtual lab environment where the trainer is able to directly interact with a student through their individual
screen as needed – just as if they were in the same room. Various tools are used to facilitate participant
involvement. For large groups, polling or direct messaging provide an opportunity for everyone to actively
participate in the discussion. To enable everyone to reference and engage with all responses, participants
can write answers on a “whiteboard.” Breakout areas for small group discussions and projects offer the
proven learning benefits of collaborative work.

Advantages of Virtual Classroom
In addition to being an effective learning environment, Virtual Classroom offers other advantages. First, it’s
economical. You don’t have to incur the costs associated with sending employees from various global sites
to a single location to meet with a trainer.
There are also savings associated with time lost in day-to-day work when people are in all-day training
sessions or traveling. Virtual Classroom training occurs in small increments – usually 2 -hour increments.
This gives participants an opportunity to attend training without missing a full day of work. It also provides
opportunities for students to begin applying what they’ve learned, thereby enhancing job-related knowledge
and skills.

For more than 20 years, Planview has been advancing
the discipline of portfolio management, helping our
customers change the way they manage people
and money to make better business decisions. With
a singular focus on portfolio management, Planview
is the only company that combines customer-driven
software, unmatched domain expertise, and proven
best practices to solve each customer’s unique
business problems. For more information, visit
www.planview.com.
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To discuss your needs with the Planview Enablement Solutions team, e-mail prismsmoderator@planview.com.
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